• Open Book and Open Notes
  – Not Open Communication
  – Labs, Lab Reports, Lecture Examples, Homework

• Exam is on the CSCE Dropbox
  – Links to the questions, their submissions, and additional code will be provided

• Check course’s website and the CSCE Dropbox for dates and times
  – No late work will be accepted
Exam 02
Review

• 4 Questions
  – 25pts a piece
• Questions have 2 parts
  – Programming Solution (20/25pts)
  – Solution Description (5/25pts*)
• Programming Solution
  – Successful Compilation
  – Various Tests
  – If the solution does not compile, then 0/20 pts.
• Solution Description
  – High-level description
  – Between 150-300 words
  – Similar to a Lab Report
  – If the solution does not work, then detail problems encountered
  – *IF THIS IS MISSING THEN NO POINTS WILL BE AWARD FOR THE ENTIRE QUESTION (-25pts)
Exam 02 Review

- Read each Question and its provided code carefully
- Do not alter provided code where it says “Do Not Alter”
  - Denoted by Comments and blocks of code
  - Ex.
    //Do not alter-------------
    ...
    //-------------------------
- Make sure the code compiles (no syntax errors)
  - Code that cannot compile cannot be tested
  - Do not change the filename or the class identifier in the provided code
- Test solutions given the testing section
  - Alter this section as needed
  - Make sure the code in this section also compiles